Collaborative filtering (CF) recommenders are vulnerable to shilling attacks designed to affect predictions because of financial reasons. Previous work related to robustness of recommender systems has focused on detecting profiles. Most approaches focus on profile classification but ignore the group attributes among shilling attack profiles. Attack profiles are injected in a short period in order to push or nuke a specific target item. In this paper, we propose a method for detecting suspicious ratings by constructing a time series. We reorganize all ratings on each item sorted by time series. Each time series is examined and suspected rating segments are checked. Then we use techniques we have studied in previous study to detect shilling attacks in these anomaly rating segments using statistical metrics and target item analysis. We show in experiments that our proposed method can be effective and less time consuming at detecting items under attacks in big datasets.
Introduction
With the development of information technology, people come from era of lack of information into information overload (information overload) era. In this era, consumers and information producers are experiencing a great challenge: For information consumers, it is difficult to find the information they are interested in from mass information; for information producers, it is also difficult to make their own information stand out. Recommended system is an important tool to resolve this contradiction. It is the recommender systems' task to contact the users and information; on the one hand, they help users find valuable information and on the other hand information can be displayed in front of the users who are interested in it. Finally, win-win information consumers and information producers relationship can be achieved. In recent years, recommender systems have become extremely common and are applied in a variety of applications. Recommender systems have been developed to recommend movies, music, news, books, research articles, social tags, and other products. Examples of recommender systems include Amazon.com and taobao.com. Recent research has shown that traditional CF algorithms are vulnerable to attacks [1] [2] [3] . Attackers influence systems by introducing biased profiles into the rating matrix so that their items are recommended to users more often. Shilling attacks can be divided as push and nuke attacks according to their intent, making a target item more or less likely to be recommended, respectively. These attacks can affect the quality of predictions and recommendations for many users, resulting in users that do not trust the system.
Recommender systems, which are built using data from existing users, are vulnerable to the injection of biased data otherwise known as attacks. It is difficult to prevent unscrupulous users from injecting fake data (profiles) into a system. There are several reasons for an attack to be carried out. A major reason is that there may be monetary incentive when an item is rated highly on a recommendation list. Individuals may be interested in promoting or demoting an item, which is known as a target item, by manipulating the recommender system. Most attacks can be implemented as follows. The attackers take on different identities within the system and create a user profile for each identity. We refer to such profiles as attack profiles. Within each of the profiles created, the attacker would then manipulate the recommendation by rating or recommending a particular target item. In order to obfuscate themselves as genuine users in the system the attack profiles will contain ratings for nontarget items. These ratings can be selected in different ways either randomly or more intelligently if the attacker has prior knowledge of the ratings in the system. The attacker can make the system produce the recommendation behavior they desire by using this. Recent work has shown that even modest attacks are sufficient to manipulate the behavior of the most commonly used recommendation algorithm [1, 4] .
To ensure the trustworthiness of recommender systems, attack profiles need to be detected and removed accurately. In this paper, we propose a novel technique based on statistical metrics and rating time stamps, called TS-TIA (target item analysis). The main contribution of this technique is that we divide the rating matrix into rating segments (windows) and find suspicious rating segments. We examine the suspected rating segments instead of the whole rating matrix. This reduces the algorithm complexity and time consumed to detect shilling attacks.
The paper is organized as follows. In next section we look at previous work in the area. In Section 3 we discuss preliminary knowledge used in this paper, including CF, attack models, detecting metrics, and how to construct time series. Section 4 describes the detailed metrics used in detecting attacks and algorithms and experimental methodology for our detection model. In Section 5 we present our experimental results and a conclusion in Section 6.
Related Work
In this section, we describe popular different attack models and discuss different statistical detection metrics and then summarize the related work on shilling attacks.
An attack consists of attack profiles that are introduced into the system in order to alter recommendation lists of a set of target items. There are two types of main attacks according to the intent of attackers. A push attack is an attack that aims to promote an item and boost its ranking, whereas a nuke attack is an attack designed to demote an item and lower its rankings.
The word "shilling" was first termed in [1] . There have been some recent research efforts aimed at detecting and reducing the effects of profile injection attacks [5, 6] . These attacks consist of a set of attack profiles, each containing biased rating data associated with a fictitious user identity. Since "shilling" profiles look similar to authentic profiles, it is difficult to identify them. Many attack profiles are based on random and average attack models which were introduced originally in Chirita et al. [4] . In this section we concentrate on research on attack detection in a CF recommender system. There are three categories of attack detection algorithms: supervised, unsupervised, and semisupervised.
In the first category, attack detection techniques are modelled as a classification problem. Most early detection algorithms [7] exploited signatures of attack profiles. These techniques were considered less accurate, since they looked at individual users and ignored the combined effect of such malicious users. Moreover, these algorithms do not perform well when the attack profiles are obscured. Some of these techniques use nearest neighbours classifiers, decision tree methods, rule based classifiers, Bayes classifiers, neural networks classifiers, or SVM based classifiers [8, 9] .
In the second category, unsupervised detection approaches address these issues by training on an unlabeled dataset. These methods involve much less computational effort as compared to supervised approaches. The benefit of this is that these techniques facilitate online learning and improve detection accuracy. There has been significant research interest focused on detecting attack profiles using the unsupervised approach. Some of the techniques use clustering [10] , association rules methods [11] , and other statistical approaches [4, 12] . Zhang et al. [13] used a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method to learn a lowdimensional linear model. They examined the effectiveness of two popular attacks (random attack and average attack) on a model-based algorithm. The results show that the SVD-based algorithm is more resistant to attacks than memory-based algorithms. They examined approaches for detecting suspicious rating trends based on statistical anomaly detection. Zhou et al. [5, 14] proposed a novel technique for identifying group attack profiles which uses an improved metric based on Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbors (DegSim) and Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement (RDMA) using statistical strategy. They also extend a detailed analysis of target item rating patterns. The proposed methods improve the accuracy of detection using TIA.
In the third category, semisupervised detection approaches make use of both unlabelled and labelled user profiles for multiclass modelling. Wu et al. [15] proposed a system called HySAD for hybrid attack detection. In general, HySAD is a semisupervised learning system that makes use of both unlabeled and labeled user profiles for multiclass modeling.
Preliminary Knowledge
CF algorithms are widely used in recommender systems. But recommender systems using CF algorithms are vulnerable to attacks. Malicious users can utilize different methods to create shilling attack profiles and employ different techniques to make the detection of attack more difficult. Section 3.1 reviews two different types of CF algorithms, Section 3.2 introduces the different attack models, and Section 3.3 discusses different statistical detection metrics.
Collaborative Filtering.
There are two kinds of CF algorithms: user-based and item-based collaborative filtering. In order to generate recommendations, both user-based and item-based CF recommender systems follow a regular process. Firstly, establish similarity or dissimilarity between users or items, and then weight the similarities to emphasize users (or items) that are most influential in establishing , representing the rating given by user for item , if there exists a rating on item , or otherwise there will be a null value. Similarity between users is then computed using the Pearson correlation [16] :
where is the set of items that users and V both rated, is the rating user gave to item , and is the average rating of user .
Attack
Models. An attack consists of attack profiles that are introduced into the system in order to alter recommendation lists of a set of target items. Target items are usually unpopular items (low average rating) that are not rated by many users. Shilling attacks can be divided into push and nuke attacks to make a target item more or less likely to be recommended, respectively. A push attack is an attack that aims to promote an item and boost its ranking, whereas a nuke attack is an attack designed to demote an item and lower its rankings. Based on different assumptions about the attacker's knowledge and purpose, a number of attack models have been identified, as described in [1, 4] . There are four popular attack models in recommender systems: random attack, average attack, bandwagon attack, and segment attack models. Ratings in an attack profile can be divided into three sets of items: a target item , a selected item , and a set of filler items usually randomly chosen . Features of the attack models are shown in Table 1 .
Filler items in a malicious profile are a set of items that make the profile look normal and makes a malicious profile harder to detect. The quality of the filler items depends on the existing knowledge gathered from the recommender system. As more knowledge is obtained, an attack generated is more sophisticated. The major difference of attack models is how the ratings of filler items and the selected items are determined. The differences among attack models are the variance rating distribution in filler items and the selected items.
Random Attack Model.
Random attack model is a naive attack in which the injected profile rates the set of randomly chosen fillers using a normal distribution and the standard deviation around the average rating of the system, as described in [1] . Attackers then rate the set of target items with the maximum or minimum allowable rating based on the purpose of the attack. For example, if the rating scores for a recommender system are between 1 and 5, where 1 represents an unfavourable rating and 5 represents a favourable rating, an attacker would rate the target item at 5 for a push attack and rate the target item at 1 for a nuke attack.
Average Attack Model.
Average attack model is a more sophisticated attack model than random attack model and requires knowledge of the average rating of each item in the recommender system. Attackers rate items in the filler set randomly using a normal distribution with average set to the average rating of the filler items being rated and the standard deviation, as described in [4] . By introducing the average attack model, attackers disguise themselves and are harder to differentiate when compared to genuine users and thus have a larger effect on recommendations. As with the random attack model, the ratings of target items are set to either the maximum or minimum allowable rating based on the purpose of the attack.
Segment and Bandwagon Attack
Model. In addition to random and average attack models, several more sophisticated models have been studied. In this work we have evaluated two other models, the bandwagon and segment attacks. We call attacks that have selected items with maximum ratings group attacks. Segment attack and bandwagon attack with different selected sets can be seen as group attacks. The principle behind the group attack is that the best way to increase the cost/benefit of an attack is to target one's effort to those already predisposed towards one's product. In other words, it is likely that an attacker wishing to promote a particular item will be interested not in how often it is recommended to all users but how often it is recommended to likely buyers. The segment attack model is designed to push an item to a targeted group of users with known or easily predicted preferences. In the bandwagon attack model, the attacker using Zipf 's law will build attack profiles containing those items that have high visibility. Such profiles will have a good probability of being similar to a large number of users, since the high visibility items are those that many users have rated.
Detecting Metrics.
Attack profiles differ from that of genuine profiles in a statistical way. There are two main differences: (1) the rating given to the target item (items); (2) the rating distribution among the filler items. Due to this there are different metrics that have been proposed to measure the difference between rating profiles. In this section we will look at two metrics [4] , RDMA and DegSim. RDMA value of attack profiles is higher than that of genuine profiles, while DegSim value of attack profiles is lower than that of genuine profiles.
Rating Deviation from Mean
Agreement. RDMA measures the deviation of agreement from other users on a set of target items, combined with the inverse rating frequency for these items. RDMA can be calculated in the following way:
where is the number of items user rated, , is the rating given by user to item , and is the overall number of ratings in the system given to item .
Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbours.
The DegSim attribute is based on the average Pearson correlation of the profile's nearest neighbours and is calculated as follows:
where V is the Pearson correlation between user and user V and is the number of neighbours.
Construct a Time Series.
We determine the suspicious profiles by constructing a time series proposed in [13] . There are millions of profiles and items in real-time online systems; it is time consuming to carry out detecting on the whole dataset. We find that group attributes and time clustering characteristics exist in shilling attacks. Most of profiles and ratings are low suspected of being attackers. We intend to divide the whole dataset into subsections and find suspected subsections, and techniques we proposed in our previous studies are used focusing on the suspected subsections. We get a subset of suspicious profiles. Scope of attack profiles is reduced and will make the algorithm more efficient.
To construct the time series of the above measure for an item, we first sort all the ratings for the item by their time stamps into a data stream and then group every disjoint consecutive ratings into a window. Here, is referred to as the window size. For each window, we compute its sample average. Then we obtain a time series for the selected item. As sample average is asymptotically normal, we can decide whether a window is an anomaly by testing whether the absolute value of its -score (the difference from the mean divided by the standard deviation) for sample average (sample entropy) is larger than a threshold. To extract useful information from the rating distribution of an item, the measure we use to capture the degree of dispersal or concentration of a rating distribution is the sample entropy ( ), which is defined as
In (4), can be {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} in MovieLens Dataset, which is the integer score values of the rating matrix. is the total number of ratings in a window histogram. While
where is an empirical histogram.
The standard score of a raw score is
where is the mean of the population; is the standard deviation of the population
Detecting Profile Injection Attacks
In [7, 14] , We proposed a novel technique for identifying group attack profiles which uses an improved metric based on Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbors (DegSim) and Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement (RDMA). We also extended our work with a detailed analysis of target item rating patterns. Experiments show that the combined methods can improve detection rates in user-based recommender systems. The efficiency of TIA methods became lower when the datasets increase. Cost-benefit analysis is a widely used technique for deciding whether to undertake a course of action; it simply adds up the value of the benefits accruing from the action and subtracts the associated costs. Attackers usually inject profiles in a short period of time into the system in order to get high cost-benefit ratio and high prediction shift [17] . Sample average flows normal distribution when there are no attacks in the raw rating matrix. The value will be abnormal when attack profiles are injected in a short period of time. Figure 1 shows that -score stands out clearly through the lens of sample average. This feature of attack profiles can be used to locate suspicious attack profiles segments (windows).
Algorithm 1 (TS-TIA Phase 1, Find suspicious rating segments (windows)).

Input. Rating matrix; Window size ; confidence level ;
Output. Suspicious rating segments ;
(1) = 0; (5) Find abnormal rating segments by confidence level ; (6) Find rating matrix of abnormal rating segments and put it in .
(7) return .
Our approach is divided into two phases. We first examine each data stream and find suspected rating segments in the data stream. In this phase, we determine suspected rating segments by constructing a time series. In the second phase, we use techniques in our previous study to detect shilling attacks in these anomaly rating segments using statistical metrics and TIA method. In the fine-tuning phase, target items in the potential attack profiles set are analyzed.
Algorithm 1 shows how suspicious rating segments (windows) are located using time series and abnormal -score of sample average. In this phase, scope of attack profiles is greatly narrowed, which saves time and reduces the computing complexity. But genuine profiles and attack profiles are mixed together. We use the result of Algorithm 1 and the techniques we promoted in previous research to filter out genuine profiles.
Algorithm 2 (TS-TIA Phase 2, Apply TIA method on abnormal rating segments).
Input. The set of suspected profiles
; item set ;
Output. Final detect result set ; In the first phase, we find the suspected ratings on an item and then find suspected profiles that rated on the item during the specific time. In the second phase, we will apply our previous techniques to detect attack profiles using DegSim and RDMA metrics.
Overall attackers should have a high influence on the system in order to promote the target items effectively. However, there are three different features in attack profiles, which enable us to differentiate between genuine and attack profiles. Firstly, filler items are randomly chosen; thus the similarity based on these filler items between attack and genuine profiles should be lower. Secondly, since shilling attacks usually try to push items with low ratings or vice versa in nuke attacks, the users mounting such an attack will assign a rating that deviates from the average rating value assigned by the genuine profiles. Last but not least, all target items are assigned a highest or lowest value, and the count number of this value should be bigger than other values among items. Based on these three reasons, we choose the RDMA and DegSim metrics, which reveal these distinctive features in the rating patterns. Attackers should therefore have relatively high values for RDMA, as well as very low values in DegSim.
In this phase, an RDMA value for each profile is calculated. If the RDMA value for a profile is above a maximum threshold then we consider this profile as a suspicious profile:
From this process, we get a pool of suspicious profiles, , which had RDMA values above the assigned threshold. We also calculate the DegSim value for each of the profiles. If the DegSim value for a profile is below a minimum threshold then we consider this profile as a suspicious profile:
From this process, we get a pool of suspicious profiles, , which had DegSim values below the assigned threshold. Lastly we consider the intersection between the pool of and , as our SuspectedAttackers:
We set generous thresholds and , allowing more profiles to be considered as suspicious. We then filter out the misclassified profiles in the next phase. 
Since we have found SuspectedAttackers Set, in the next, we apply TIA method in Phase Two to refine the detecting result. For example, if 80% of the profiles in the suspicious pool rated an item with the highest (or lowest) possible rating, we consider that item as a target item. We then move all the profiles that rate the suspected target item with the highest (or lowest) rating in to the Attackers Set. These profiles are considered to be real attackers. The intuition behind this is that we believe that the attackers will have specific target items that they target when they commit an attack. They would rate target items with the highest or lowest possible rating depending on the type of attack. To detect the proportion, we use an absolute count threshold . For example, if is set to 20 and the count (highest rating) for an item is greater than 20, then is a target item, and the profiles that rated with the highest rating are considered as attackers and moved to the Attackers pool.
Let us take push attack as an example. Table 2 is an example of a rating matrix and attack profiles. The matrix is an × matrix. Each row in the matrix is the rating for the items by a user. Table 2 shows genuine user profiles from 1 to and attackers profiles from 1 to . The last row is the count number of rating 5; in this example, 5 is the target item.
Experiments
The datasets used in the experiments are the widely used MovieLens Datasets, including MovieLens 100 K Dataset, 1 M and 10 M Dataset by the GroupLens Research Project at the University of Minnesota and a subset of Netflix dataset (http://www.netflixprize.com/). There are 100,000 ratings (1-5) from 943 users on 1682 movies in MovileLens 100 k Dataset. There are 1,000,000 ratings from 6,000 users on 4,000 movies in MovieLens 1 M Dataset and there are 10 million ratings in 10 M dataset. Each user has rated at least 20 movies. Each user can rate a movie from 1 to 5, where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest. The platform we implement all the experiments is as flows: hardware: CPU Intel Core i7 processors; software: Windows 7 with 16G RAM and all of our tests are implemented on Matlab 2012b platform.
Parameters Used in the Detection
Method. In this section parameters used in the detection process will be discussed, including the value in kNN, threshold values for and , and the absolute count threshold value in the second phase of TS-TIA. We have introduced the process of detecting the attacks in Section 4. Since Phase 2 is based on the result of Phase 1, the result of Phase 1 has a vital impact on the final result. Tests showed that if there exist false positives in the SuspectedAttackers Set from Phase 1, the false positives have a chance to be removed in Phase 2; but if there exist false negatives in Phase 1, it would be impossible for us to detect the false negatives in Phase 2 and there would be false negatives in the final result. If we remove the false positive profiles which were genuine profiles from a large set of profiles, the impact on the final recommender system is negligible. There may be a cumulative effect later on. So we would rather there exist false positives than false negatives in the detecting result [17] . Considering this fact, on choosing the threshold values, a heuristic approach applied was that we are comfortable with a lower false negative value even though the false positive value is higher.
In choosing the threshold values of RDMA and DegSim, we would like to get values that have high separability, because it is easier to distinguish between genuine and attack profiles when there is high separability. We adjusted parameters so that it produces lower false negatives and considerable false positives. In these experiments we noticed that the intervals between DegSim values for the profiles were smaller when compared to the intervals between RDMA values for the profiles.
We set the thresholds for and as
Mathematical Problems in Engineering We choose a different weight for and . In the experiments we have done, we were more comfortable with the result when = 1 and = 0.6. Setting these weights we notice that the false negatives rate is lower and there are hardly any false positives. As we pointed out previously the threshold values of RDMA and DegSim are generous, thus allowing false negative profiles into the set of SuspectedAttackers.
In the second phase of our method, we need to set the threshold . We choose the threshold value based on the assumption that if attackers want to make a big prediction shift and MAE shift [1, 18] to the system and push a target item up, a certain number of injected attack profiles are required. From this assumption we can calculate the upper bound threshold that is necessary for a shift to occur.
In this experiment, an average size attack requires the number of attack profiles injected to be greater than 20 for a prediction shift and MAE shift [1] . To be conservative we chose a lower value of 6 in case of small scale attacks. Figure 2 shows the RDMA and DegSim value distribution in the random attack model, with the attack size of 20, filler size of 5%, and = 20 in DegSim.
Experiments.
In order to simulate real attacks in recommender systems, we injected attack profiles generated by certain attack models. In the experiments we varied two different variables: the attack size and the filler size. Because the median filler size of all profiles is 3%, we did not consider situations where the filler size is greater than 10%. We only consider attack size between 1% and 10% because it is realistic in a real world scenario. On the other side, the effects of attacks are hard to distinguish when the attack size is small [1] . In order to get certain prediction shift, we set the minimum number of attack profiles to 20. We varied the attack size from 20 to 200. We also varied the filler size from 1% to 10%.
This section is divided into three subsections. In the first subsection we introduce the experiment metrics. In the second we test the performance of our technique when filler size and attack size of attack profiles vary. In the third subsection we compared the performance of our technique with other approaches.
Experiment Metrics.
To evaluate the performance of our technique we use two metrics: detection rate and false positive rate. These metrics are standard metrics used in similar experiments [18] . Detection rate is defined as the number of detected attacks divided by the number of attacks:
False positive rate is the number of genuine profiles that are predicted as attacks divided by the number of genuine profiles:
False Positive Rate = #False Positives #Genuine Profiles .
Experiments Result and Comparisons.
In the first phase of our proposed method, sample average is used to locate suspicious attacks. In the experiment, we inject synthetic attack profiles with filler size 3%, which is the median of attack profiles with different attack size from 20 to 200. is defined as follows:
where means attackers that fall into the suspicious windows while stands for number of attackers injected into the dataset. Figure 3 shows variation of when the confidence coefficient varies. In Figure 3 , value of is relevant with confidence coefficient and attack size. value of increases when attack size and confidence coefficient increase. In general, value is greater when confidence coefficient increases under the same situation. On the other side, when choosing greater confidence coefficient, more genuine profiles are misjudged. When choosing lower confidence coefficient value, there would be more attackers that are misjudged as genuine profiles. This situation is worse because if these profiles are misjudged as genuine profiles, it is impossible to be detected in the final result using the method. As overall consideration, we choose 90% confidence coefficient in this paper. Figure 4 shows the attack detection ratio when attack size varies under confidence coefficient 90%. The tendency of Figure 4 looks much like Figure 3 . The detection rate increases with the increase of attack size. Detection rate of higher filler size is greater than that of lower filler size under the same attack size when attack size is below 100. The false Attack size positive rate becomes greater when attack size increased. But the false positive rate is low as a whole. Figure 5 shows detection rate of different TIA algorithms when filler size is average and attack size varies. Detection rate of all algorithm becomes higher when attack size increases.
-based method gets better detection rate than other TIAbased methods. All of the four methods get nearly 100% detection rate when attack size is over 120. False positive rate of TS-TIA is higher than that of DeR-TIA and RD-TIA. -based method gets highest false positive rate. Figure 6 shows time consuming of different algorithms when attack size varies. All algorithms consume more time when detecting bigger datasets. DeR-TIA consumes the most time in all detections and RD-TIA gets the second most time consuming, which is intolerable in big datasets. TS-TIA consumes the least time.
-based method consumes more time than TS-TIA but less than the other two TIA-based methods.
Conclusion
Recommender systems suffer from attacks from malicious users because of their open nature. There exist group features between attack profiles, including rating a target item with the same score in a short period of time. Existing detecting methods do not use group features. We also construct a data stream by sorting ratings of an item, which saves time Mathematical Problems in Engineering 9 and reduces the computing complexity. We proposed an algorithm called TS-TIA in the paper, using two statistical metrics and time series of attack ratings to detect anomaly profiles based on their rating patterns. We compared the proposed method TS-TIA with our previous research [8] and other unsupervised methods, and experiments showed that our results get better results in big datasets and occupy less computing capacity. In the future, we will focus on dynamic monitoring in real-time systems.
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